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volume 221 published on 14 mar 2017 why marry the role of tradition in womens marital aspirations julia carter 
researching migration in a superdiverse society 1 i celebrate myself and sing myself and what i assume you shall 
assume for every atom belonging to me as good belongs to you i loafe and invite my soul Migrants in Translation: 
Caring and the Logics of Difference in Contemporary Italy: 

2 of 2 review helpful Kindle Version is Flawed By S Richards This review relates to the Kindle version of the book 
There are entire lines of text missing in certain spots When you get to the bottom of some pages the last line is gone It 
likely does not impact your overall experience of the book or ability to use it for coursework but it is a glaring flaw 
that one should be aware of before deciding between the kindle boo Migrants in Translation is an ethnographic 
reflection on foreign migration mental health and cultural translation in Italy Its larger context is Europe and the rapid 
shifts in cultural and political identities that are negotiated between cultural affinity and a multicultural multiracial 
Europe The issue of migration and cultural difference figures as central in the process of forming diverse yet unified 
European identities In this context legal and ill Pleasant reading and a useful piece of research 
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